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In Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation (SNF), the host plant provides the
microorganism with reduced carbon (C) as an energy source and the
microorganism use this energy to convert atmospheric dinitrogen (N2) to
ammonia. This is a process used by some microorganisms and plants to acquire
atmospheric N for growth. It was estimated that SNF fixes one-third to half of the
global N fixation (Wang and Martinez, 2000) that account for more than 65% of
the N used in agriculture (Graham, 1998).
The most common SNF system encountered in agriculture is the legume-
rhizobia symbiosis. It contributes more than 100 million metric tons of combined
N per year to the global N supply (Graham, 1998). The best-studied examples of
rhizobia are the soil bacteria in the genera of Rhizobium, Sinorrhizobium,
Mesorhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Allorhizobium and Azorhizobium (Martineez-
Romerro and Caballero-Mellado, 1996). However, N-fixation rate varies among
host, rhizobia species, and the environment. Some native soil rhizobia are not
effective in N fixation (Segovia et aI., 1991). Thus, inoculation of highly effective
N-fixing rhizobia is a common practice in agricultural production. Strains of
rhizobia have been grown under laboratory conditions and released into the
environment since their role in inducing the formation of N-fixing root nodules
was first demonstrated in 1888 (Hellriegel and Wilfarth, 1888). For example,
approximate 12-20 X106 acres of land are inoculated worldwide for soybean
production each year (Catroux et aI., 2001).
Therefore, effective N fixation requires successful survival and
establishment of inoculated rhizobia in the soil environment. Meanwhile
successful survival and establishment of inoculated rhizobia requires soil
conditions that are conducive for rhizobia growth, including optimal nutritional
supplies.
Phosphorus (P) is one of the nutrients that are crucial in legume-rhizobia
symbiosis. It has been demonstrated that legume plants require high levels of P
for optimal growth and performance of symbiosis (Israel, 1987). Virtually every
aspect of the symbiosis is significantly enhanced by P addition (Pereira and
Bliss, 1987). Unfortunately, little information is available on the role of P in
relation to the establishment and function of the N symbiosis.
Creation of phosphatase-negative mutants of Sinorhizobium mali/ati (Deng
at al., 1998) provided the opportunity to reveal the role of phosphatases and
organic P in relation to legume-rhizobia symbiosis. It has been demonstrated that
single mutation of each of the two acid phosphatases in S. meJiJoti did not affect
symbiotic performance significantly regardless of P levels (Deng et al., 1998).
However, it is not clear whether these two enzymes are critical for P acquisition
of rhizobia.
Of the extensive studies conducted to evaluate the ability of rhizobia to
survive in soil, much of the effort was focused on factors such as rhizobium
competition, soil pH, moisture, temperature, and predation (Ramirez and
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Alexander, 1980; Soa-Afiana and Alezander, 1982; Moawad et aI., 1984;
Brockwell et aI., 1991). Little information is available on effect of nutrient supply
in survival of inoculated rhizobia in soil. Even less is known about P nutrition and
the role of phosphatases on the survival and persistence of rhizobia in the soil
environment.
In addition, many genetic improvements on rhizobium have made
significant contributions to agricultural production (Schmidt and Robert, 1985;
Esperanza M.R. and Rosenblueth M., 1990; Bosworth et aI., 1994). Releases of
engineered Sinorhizobium meli/oti with an extra copy of both nifA and dctABD (a
regulatory N fixation gene and C4-dicarboxylic acid transport gene, respectively)
into soil have demonstrated increase of alfalfa yield by 12.9% (Bosworth et aI.,
1994). Unfortunately, genetic modification also raised concerns. Although
genetically modified microorganisms (GMMs) have been developed for
commercial pest control application, pollution abatement, and frost protection etc.
(Keeler, 1988; Lindow, 1992; Lorenz M.G. and Wackernagel W. 1993),
potentially, GMMs could alter balance of fundamental processes and exchange
DNA with the indigenous microorganisms (Lorenz and Wackernagel, 1990; Smit
et al., 1991; Walter et al., 1991; Crawford et aI., 1993). The concerned
processes include energy, carbon, and nutrient cycling. Gene exchange in the
environment could be achieved via conjugation, transduction and/or
transformation.
The benefit and risk related to the release of GMMs depend on their
establishment in the environment. Attempts in application of GMMs failed due to
3
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poor understanding on their survival and persistence in the environment (Stotzky
and Babich, 1984; Hirsch and Spokes, 1994). Leser et al., (1995) reported that
the introduced genetically engineered Pseudompnas sp. strain B13 (FR1)
decreased from 106 to 102 cells mr1 within 10 days in the sediment and to
undetectable level in three days in a water column. Only if GMMs are able to
survive and multiply within an ecosystem, will they have impact on the
environment and possibly cause significant perturbations. The long-term survival
of deliberately released GMMs in the environment is generally considered
undesirable, although limited survival is essential for GMMs to carry out their
allotted tasks. Therefore, survival and persistence within an ecosystem are key
elements in assessing the benefit and risk of releasing GMMs into the
environment.
The objectives of this study, therefore, are: (1) To assess mutation of acid
phosphatase genes in relation to survival of S. meliloti in soil; (2) To determine
the effect of alfalfa growth on establishment, survival and persistence of S.
meliloti in the soil environment; and (3) To evaluate the impact of genetically
modified S. meliloti on soil microbial community structure. Understanding P
nutrition in relation to survival of rhizobia in soil would help us understand N-
fixation process and maximize the beneficial trait of this natural phenomenon in
application. In addition, information on persistence of GMMs in soil and their
potential impact on soil microbial activities may be useful in guiding the safe
release of GMMs in the environment.
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Nitrogen (N) is an essential nutrient that is commonly deficient in available
torm for plant uptake, contributing to reduced agricultural production throughout
the world (Berg, 1990; Haby et aI., 1991). Virtually all the N used in agricultural
production comes from atmospheric N2 that composes approximately 78% of
atmospheric gases. Inorganic N fertilizer used in agricultural production comes
from atmospheric N2 fixed by a high-energy input chemical process. This process
is costly and holds potential to pollute the environment with a potent
"greenhouse" gas, nitrous oxide (N20). On the other hand, symbiotic N fixation
contributes significantly to agricultural production (Graham P.H. 1998; Wang and
Martinez, 2000) and is also favored over chemical N fixation because of
increasing concerns for energy and the potential of groundwater and air pollution.
Symbiosis between legume plant and rhizobium results in the formation of
root nodules. Effective N fixation requires active participation of a healthy plant
and successful establishment of rhizobia in soil. It is, therefore, important to
understand the survival and persistence of rhizobia in soil, nutritional needs for
rhizobial growth, as well as impact of genetic modified rhizobia on soil biological
environment.
Survival and persistence of rhizobia in soil
Highly effective rhizobia, following their introduction into soil, often do not
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survive and persist in significant numbers (Vidopr and Miller, 1980; Dudeja
Khurana, 1989; Slatiery et aI., 1993).'-Fiel studies showed that population of
inoculated Bradyrhizoblum sp. dropped to 0.01 % of original population within one
month in soil (Dudeja Khurana, 1989). Various environmental stresses prevent
the N-fixing microorganisms from surviving and establishing in soil, including
biotic and abiotic stresses.
Biological stresses
Major biological stresses encountered by introduced rhizobium in soil
include competition, biologically formed toxins, and predation. Competition with
the indigenous microbial community is inevitably encountered when a microbe is
first introduced to a new environment. Some rhizobium strains are poor
competitors in the soil (Hely et aI., 1957; Kvien et aI., 1981; Moawad et aI., 1984).
It has been reported that the native microbial communities of certain Australian
soils could prevent colonization of inoculated Rhizobium trifolii to plant roots
(Hely e aL, 1957). However, establishment was possible when the size of
indigenous microbial community was reduced by applying antimicrobial agents
(Li and Alexander, 1986).
The basis of rhizobium competition is not well understood. Ames and
Bergaman (1981) suggested that bacterial motility might be involved. An ethyl
methanesulfonate-induced motility deficient mutant of Rhizobium meliloti was
less competitive compared to parental strain in soil (Ames and Bergaman, 1981).
Later, the same characteristic was found in motility mutants of Rhizobium
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leguminosarum bv. Trifolii (Mellor et aI., 1987).
Biologically formed toxins and predation also influence the survival of
rhizobium in the soil. In the early report, extraots of soil in which clover nodulated
poorly were found to be toxic to Rhizobium trifolii (Chatel and Parker, 1972). The
nature and origin of this toxin was unknown. Several studies were carried out on
fungi toxins against rhizobia (Chhonkar and SUbba-Rao, 1966; Angle et aI.,
1981). Toxin-producing fungus, Trichoderma viride , decreased population of
inoculated Rhizobium japonnicum in soil to 2% of original density within 64 days
(Angle et aI., 1981). The protozoa apparently fed on large numbers of rhizobia
and appreciably reduced their density (Danso et aI., 1975). Another bacterial
parasite Bdellovibrio are present in many soils, and they were shown to reduce
rhizobia numbers (Keya and Alexander, 1975). However, rhizobium persisted in
relatively large numbers in the presence of this parasite in soil (Keya and
Alexander, 1975).
Abiotic stresses
Since many agricultural soils are acidic, numerous studies have been
carried out on survival and growth of rhizobium strains at low pH (Bryan, 1923;
Brockwell et aI., 1991; Watkin et aI., 1997;). Sensitivity of a given species of
rhizobium to pH varied up to 1 pH unit depending on individual strains (Graham
and Parker, 1964). The number of R. meli/oti increased with increasing soil pH
(Brockwell et aI., 1991). In the laboratory, the mean generation times of R.
leguminosarum bv. trifotii was 50-60% slower when the culture pH was changed
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from 7.0 to 5.0 (Watkin et aI., 1997). In addition, low pH induced increase of
heavy metal solubility that may be deleterious to rhizobia survival (Keyser and
Munns, 1979; Hirsch et aI., 1993). Population of R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii
showed a dramatic decline in soils contaminated with heavy metal due to
receiving sludge over a long period of time (Hirsch et aI., 1993).
Moisture and temperature are two other main abiotic factors affecting
persistence and survival of rhizobia in soil. Moisture has a marked influence on
the rhizobium even at moderate soil temperatures (Danso and Alexander, 1974;
Chao and Alexander, 1982; Trotamn and Weaver, 1995). One out of ten
commercial R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii strains could be maintained over 1% of
its inoculated population for 1 week in dry soil, while most of them could not be
maintained at 1% of their population for one day (Trotman and Weaver, 1995).
Drought tolerance of rhizobia has been shown to vary among species. Slow-
growing rhizobium, such as R. lupin i, and R. japonicum have greater inherent
ability to survive under dry soil condition than the fast-growing species including
R. leguminosarum and R. meli/oti (Bushby and Marshall, 1977a). The cause of
rhizobium death by desiccation may be due to changes of membrane
permeability (Bushby and Murshall, 1977b). Relatively less work has been done
to examine the survival of rhizobia under flooded condition. An early report
indicated that it was not a problem (Vandecaveye, 1927), while a recent report
showed dramatic decrease of B. japonicum population under waterlogged soil




Rhizobia are not heat-resistant and cannot survive at soil temperatures
above 45°C that are found in some tropical soil (Dudeja and Khurana, 1989;
Roughley et aI., 1995). In general, rhizobium strains vary greatly in their
susceptibility to high temperatures. The maximum survival temperature averaged
44°C for slow-growing Bradyrhizobium spp. compared with 47.1°C for fast-
growing Rhizobium spp. (Mpepereki et aI., 1996). It was suggested that
extracellular polysaccharide (EPS) playa role in rhizobium growth and survival
under high temperatures (Mpepereki et aI., 1996). Survival of rhizobium in high
temperature soils also depended on soil moisture content. Rhizobium is more
sensitive to heat in moist soil than in dry soil, and bacterial population dropped
markedly in moist soil even at a moderate 36°C (Wilkin, 1967; Danso and
Alexander, 1974). Few studies have been carried out to demonstrate cold-
tolerance of rhizobium. Rhizobia adapted to low temperatures not only grew but
also nodulated at lower temperatures than strains from a temperate region
(Lipsanen and Lindstrom, 1986).
Salinity could potentially influence survival and establishment of rhizobia in
soil. Approximately 4 x 106 Km2 worldwide was affected by the excessive salt
that was not good for growth of most legume plants and their root-nodule
bacteria (Balasubramanian and Sinha, 1976; Flowers et aI., 1977; Rai, 1983).
Rhizobia in fact survive better in saline soils than their legume hosts (Craig et aL,
1991). Rhizobium meliloti could grow in media containing 500 mM NaCI (Hua et
aI., 1982). Thus, It was suggested that attention should be given to the influence
of salinity on aspects of symbiosis other than the survival of the bacteria
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(Singleton et al. 1982).
In addition, fungicides, widely applied as leguminous seed coatings to
prevent plant pathogens, have been shown to be deleterious to rhizobia bacteria.
Decline of viable rhizobia number on the fungicide treated seed has been
reported (Kyei-Boahen et aI., 2001). Furthermore, fungicides were shown to have
negative impacts on the synergistic relationship between rhizobia and root-
associated mycorrhizal fu ngi (Redente and Reeves, 1981 ). The fungicide
captafol is toxic to Rhizobium trifolii and its resistant mutant lost the ability of
nodulation (Ruiz-Saninz et aI., 1984). Fungicide toxicity continues as an issue for
rhizobium application because of widespread application and continued
introduction of new fungicides.
In summary, soil is a heterogeneous mixture of solid, gas, and liquid
phases with a multitude of difficult situations that rhizobia may encounter as
stress factors. These include temperature extremes, pH extremes, oxygen (lack
of, or presence of), and water stress. In addition, rhizobia also face a great deal
of competition from indigenous rhizobia and non-rhizobia microbes for food,
habitat, and space. The introduced rhizobium is an invader into the soil system
and may not survive and establish in the environment, but rather be just a food
source for other predators. The survival and persistence of the introduced
rhizobium depends on biotic factors, such as the indigenous microbial
community, and the specific soil abiotic conditions.
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Phosphorus nutrition in relation to rhizobia symbiosis
The successful biological N fixation of rhizobium-legume symbiosis also
depends on nutrient supplies to symbiotic partners. Mineral nutrients may limit N
fixation by effecting rhizobia survival, infection and nodule development as well
as by host plant growth. Phosphorus, a major essential macronutrient required
for cell structure, replication, and energy, is a limiting nutrient in the soil.
Understanding of the influence and role of phosphorus on symbiosis should be of
considerable important to successful nitrogen fixation.
Global phosphorus effects on symbiosis
Every aspect of symbiosis from symbiotic partner, plant and rhizobium to
symbiosis processes is influenced by P. Studies on alfalfa (AI-Niemi, 1997),
soybean (Israel, 1987), clover (Robson, 1981), common bean (Pereira and Bliss,
1987; 1989), and chickpea (Itoh, 1987) have consistently shown a positive
response to P fertilization. Addition of P increased whole plant Nand P
concentration, plant dry matter,. nodule number, and nodule mass (Pereira and
Bliss, 1987; Sa and Isreal, 1991; Isreal, 1993; Reibet and Drevon, 1995). Field
studies have shown that P concentrations in stems and seeds of nodulating
peanuts were higher than those in non-nodulating plants (Sahrawat, 1988). This
infers that the plant P uptake was affected when legume plants grow
symbiotically.
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Phosphorus affects rhizobium growth (Keyser and Munns, 1979;
Cassman, 1981a; 1981b; Watkin, 1997). The number of Bradyrhizobium
radicicola was doubled after P was added to soil (Truesdell, 1917). Limiting P in
culture media decreased P storage capacity of rhizobium, changed pattern of
periplasmic enzymes and increased rate of P uptake (Cassman, 1981 b; Samrt,
1884a; 1984b). More recent studies demonstrated that the structure and
biosynthesis of rhizobia cell surface carbohydrates such as exopolysaccharides
II, lipoplysacchardes and cyclic f1-(1,2)-glucan was strongly influenced by
extracellular P concentration (Zhan et aI., 1991; Tao et aI., 1992; Breedveld et
aI., 1995). These results imply that phenotype of rhizobium may change in
response to P limitation.
Phosphorus limitation also affects symbiotic processes such as infection,
nodule formation and nodule function. Efficiency of soybean root infection by
Bradyrhizobium japonicum was reduced when the inoculated strain had been P
stressed previously (Mullen et aI., 1988). The attachment of rhizobium to plant
root was affected by external P concentration (Howieson, et aI., 1993). The
attachment of Rhizobium melli/ali to Medicage palymorpha increased 1.1 fold
with P concentration in media increasing from 20 to 200 ~M (Howieson, et aI.,
1993). Additional, excretion of lipooligosaaccharides (Nod metabolites) was
significantly reduced when media P dropped from 1 ~M to 0.5 ~M (McKay and
Djordjevic, 1993). Moreover, the activity of N-fixing enzyme, nitrogenase was
affected by P limitation (Sa and Isreal, 1991) and was reported to decrease 28%
of soybean nodule nitrogenase over a 16-day experiment period when P level
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was 0.05 mM (Sa and Isreal, 1991). All these results suggest that rhizobium
infection activities and symbiotic processes in soil are inhibited by P limitation.
Phosphorus source and availability in soil
Total P in soil ranged from 200 to 5000 mg kg-1 soil with an average of
600 mg kg-1 of soil (Lindsay, 1979). Rocks and deposits, such as primary
apatites and other primary minerals, are the major reserves of P in the world. For
example, there is about 140 million tons of phosphate rock distributed in different
states of India (Farmwal, 1989). However, solubility of phosphate rock-P is very
low though it can be solubilized under appropriate conditions and become
available for plant and microbial growth (Goldsterin, 1986). One of the major
mechanisms in mineralizing P is the action of organic acid synthesized by soil
microorganisms (Banik and Dey, 1982; Halder, 1990). Halder et al. (1990)
showed that the amount of P solubilized by purified 2-ketogluconic acid was
equivalent to that by the whole cell culture of Rhizobium leguminosarum.
Another major form of soil P ~s organic matter (Dalal, 1977). Organic forms
of P may constitute 20-80% of the total P in soil, ranging from 5% to 90% (Dalal,
1977). Organic P in soil is largely in the form of inositol phosphate (phytate),
which accounts for up to 50% of the total organic P (Dalal, 1977). Other organic
P compounds in soil are in various forms including phosphomonoesters,
phosphodiesters, such as phospholipids and nucleic acids, and C-P compound,
such as alkyiphophonates (Dalal, 1977; Beever and Burns, 1986). To be
assimilated by plant and microorganism cells, many of these high molecular-
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weight organic P compounds must first be converted to either so uble ionic P (Pi,
HPO/, H2P04-), or low molecular-weight organic P (Bieleski, 1973; Beever and
Burns, 1986). Plants and microorganisms take several forms of Pi dominating by
HPO/- or H2P04- (Bieleski, 1973; Beever and Burns, 1986).
Phosphorus transportation, assimilation and regulation in rhizobia
Inorganic P has been identified to be a major P source taken up by
rhizobium (Bardin and Finan, 1998), demonstrated by studies using radioactive
labeled Pi (Werner and Berghauser, 1976; Tan and Broughton, 1982). Uptake of
P by rhizobia involves a P inorganic transport (Pit) system. Understanding of the
Pit system requires understanding of the structure of a root nodule. The
membrane of plant origin in a root nodule is perbactroid membrane. Within the
perbactroid membrane, bacteria divide and differentiate to form N-fixing
bacteroids. A structure comprised of both perbactroid membrane and bacteroids
is a symbiosome (Kinnback and Werner, 1991). It has been shown that Pi
moved across the symbiosome membrane from the soil solution around nodules
and accumulated significantly in nodule bacteroids (AI-Niemi et aI., 1998), while
S. meliloti mutant that was deficient of Pit system formed nodules that were
largely devoid of bacteria and failed to fix N (Bardin and Finan, 1998).
An efficient Pit system is essential for optimal symbiotic performance
under P limiting conditions. In general, Pi concentration in soil solutions is low,
ranging from 10-5 to 10-7 M (Dalal, 1977; Bieleski, 1973), and that in the
rhizosphere is even lower, around 10-8 M (Nye. 1979). Two distinct Pit systems
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have been identified in Sinorhizobium meli/oti (Voegele et aI., 1997), a high PI
affinity permease (Km, O.2I..1M) and a lower Pi affinity system (Km, 1.5I..1M). The
high-affinity system is encoded by the phoCDET operon, while the low-affinity
system is encoded by pit in the orfA-pit operon (Bardin et aI., 1998). Under high
P conditions, the low affinity Pit permease is expressed and is responsible for Pi
uptake. Under P limiting conditions, the low affinity Pit system is repressed, while
the high affinity phoCDET system is induced (Voegele et aL, 1997). Rhizobium
tropici also has two Pit systems that have been identified as high- and low-affinity
system (Botero et aI., 2000). However, the R. tropici transport systems
expressed constitutively at low level with enhanced expression under P stress
(Botero et aL, 2000). Other rhizobium strains such as Rhizobium NGR234,
Bradyrhizobium /upini WU8, and Rhizobium trifo/ii WU95 have only one single
repressible Pit system (Samrt, 1984a). For these free-living strains, rate of Pi
uptake was repressed under sufficient Pi, and only reaches its maximum rate
under P-stress conditions (Samrt, 1984a).
Organic P may also serve as a P and energy source for rhizobium growth.
Rhizobium spp. was able to use glucose-1-phoaphate, ATP and some extent p-
glycero-phoahate for growth (Abd-Alla , 1994). Rhizobium huakuii has also been
reported to use phosphomycin as a sole P and C sources (McGrath et aI., 1998).
Bradyhizobium japonicum bacteroids were also able to take up small molecular
weight organic P such as UDP-glucose as an energy source (Salminen and
Streeter, 1987).
However, inorganic P is considered the major form taken up by rhizobia.
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Conversion of organic to inorganic P requires a group of enzymes, phosphatases
(Cosgrove D. J. 1967; Fox and Comerford, 1992). In soil, phosphatases are
widely distributed (Kirchner, 1993; Feller et aI., 1994), particularly in the
rhizospheres (Fox and Comerford, 1992), and are mostly of microbial origin
(Hernandez et aI., 1993; Tabatabai,. 1994).
Two acid phosphatase genes have been cloned from Sinorhizobium
meli/oli 104A14 and both are expressed constitutively (Deng et aI., 1998; 2001).
Rhizobium tropici also has two constitutively expressed acid phosphatases (AI-
Niemi, 1997a). A single mutation of each of the two acid phospatases in S.
meli/oti did not affect symbiosis significantly regardless of P levels (Deng et aI.,
1998). The role of these acid phosphatases in symbiotic performance remains to
be understood. However, cloning of genes encoding phosphatases allows us to
evaluate its potential regulation systems. Evidence suggested that phosphatase
activities and Pi transportation rate of free-living rhizobium are regulated by
external P condition (Samrt, 1984a; Bardin et aI., 1996; AI-Niemi et aI., 1997a).
The activity of alkaline phosphatases of S. meliloti increased 160 fold under P
limited conditions « 0.05 mM Pi) compared to that under P rich conditions (> 10
mM) (Samrt, 1984a).
A phosphate regulator, PhoB, has been identified in Sinorhizobium meli/oli
(AI-Niemi et aL, 1997b), which is shown to be a positive regulator of phoCDET
encoding the high affinity P system (Bardin and Finan, 1998). Transcriptions of
pit and orfA were 4.5-5.5 fold higher in a PhoB mutant than in a wild type under
external Pi-rich condition (2mM) (Bardin and Finan, 1998), suggesting that PhoB
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negatively regulate expression of orfA-pit. Under high P concentrations, PhoB is
inactive and orfA-pit is expressed, while under P starvation, PhoB is activated
and phoCDET expression is induced (Voegele et aI., 1997; Bardin and Finan,
1998). The gene PhoB has been cloned and sequenced from Bradyrhizobium
japonicum (Minder, 1998). The protein produced by B. japonicum PhoB share
71.4% identical amino acids with PhoB protein of S. meli/oti. PhoB mutant of B.
japonicum showed a growth defect when the P concentration in media was less
than 25 Jlm. The S. meliloli PhoB mutant also showed that alkaline phosphatase
activity was not induced under Pi -stress condition (AI-Niemi et al., 1997b), imply
that PhoB is also a regulator for rhzobium alkaline phosphatase. However, the
principal mechanism for the regulation of rhizobia acid phosphatase remains
largely unknown.
In summary, legume-rhizobium symbiosis has shown to be a P dependent
N-fixation process. Rhizobia are able to use both organic and inorganic P to
serve their nutritional needs, but favor inorganic P and small molecular weight
organic P. One or two Pit systems were detected in rhizobia. The role of
phosphatases in symbiosis remains to be understood. A comprehensive
understanding of P acquisition in the N fixation process is critical for optimizing
SNF. Microbiologists are hunting for superior strains or mutants for their unique
traits, such as highly competitive, persistent in soil, high N2 fixation rate and
efficiency, etc. With the advance and development in molecular techniques, it is
possible to engineer a microorganism of desired traits and properties, opening a
new era in application of soil microbiology. However, introduction of superior
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strains to the field will succeed only if these strains can survive and persist in the
soil environment.
Risk assessment of releasing genetically modified microorganisms into the
environment
Since biotechnology became a practical application in the early 1970's
because of the discovery of restriction enzyme, recombinant DNA technology
used for genetic modification increasingly plays an important role in industry,
agriculture and food processing throughout the world (Keeler et al., 1988; James
et aI., 1998). Genetically modified microorganisms (GMMs) have been developed
commercially for field applications of pest control, pollution abatement, frost
protection, and stimulation of N fixation (Keeler et aI., 1988; Bosworth et aI.,
1994; James et al., 1998).
However, genetic manipulation of bacteria and deliberate release of
GMMs into the environment could potentially have certain risks. Some fear that
application of GMMs may spread modified DNA or genes in the natural microbial
community. Consistent evidence demonstrated that microorganisms have the
capacity not only for intraspecific but also for interspecific DNA transfer via
conjugation, transduction and/or transformation (Lorenz and Wackernagel, 1990;
Walter et al., 1991; Lorenz and Wackeragel, 1993; Selbitschka et aI., 1995). It is
even possible to transfer DNA from prokaryotes to eukaryotes and vice versa
(Lorenz and Wackeragel, 1993). These exchanges could potentially lead to
development of pathogenic or undesirable microbes that might be deleterious to
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plants, anrmals or humans. Introduction of GMMs into natural environment may
facilitate such processes, which result in increasing potential risks (lorenz and
Wackeragel, 1993).
Introduction of GMMs might also alter balance of fundamental processes,
such as carbon, energy, and nutrient cycling that mainly relies on bacterial
species or products (Doyle et al. 1991; Crawford et al. 1993). The genetically
engineered Pseudomonas putida retarded the rate of carbon dioxide evolution in
indigenous microorganisms (Doyle et al. 1991). Studies demonstrated that a
recombinant actinomycete, Streptomyces lividans TK23.1 had a transient
enhancement of organic C mineralization, altered soil pH, the incorporation rate
of C into soil humus fractions, N cycling, and also certain soil enzyme activities
(Crawford et aI., 1993).
Much of the current biotechnology risk assessment was based on
concepts originally put forward by the "chemical" risk assessment (Seidler and
Settel, 1991). However, microorganisms have unique capabilities to grow and
multiply, to exchange genes with members of the indigenous bacteria and
potentially to move actively through an ecosystem (Bushan, 1986; Trevors et ai.,
1990; Selbitschka et aI., 1995). This raises serious difficulties for microbial risk
assessment as compared to that of chemicals where physico-chemical laws of
dissipation and decay tend to resign. Various governments and agencies
including the United States Environmental Protection Agencies (EPA), have
proposed guidelines that necessitate industry to collect fundamental, ecological
information on the recombinant products (Levin et aI., 1987). These parameters
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include survival time, potential gene exchange, dispersal, and potential effects on
beneficial non-targeted organisms and on the ecosystem (Levin et aI., 1987).
GMM population introduced to the soil environment usually progressively
declines and its establishment is often hindered due to poor survival (van Elsas
et al., 1989, 1991; Compeau et al., 1988). The population of inoculated
genetically modified Pseudomonas fluoreescens decayed at 0.7 log CFU g-1 soil
per 10 days (Compeau et al., 1988). This was partially attributed to the extra
metabolic load of the additional genes or loss of expression of some traits (van
Elsas et al., 1991). Soil conditions, such as moisture temperature, pH, organic
matter content, and presence of protozoa may also affect the survival of
introduced GMMs (van Elsas and Trevors, 1991).
Gene transfer, include transduction, transformation, and conjugation, has
been detected in soil and sediments (Germida and Khachatourians, 1988; Zeph
et al., 1988). However, transduction of indigenous soil bacteria was not
unequivocally demonstrated (Zeph et al., 1988). This is not surprising because of
host specificity. Transformation, uptake of naked DNA from their environment,
has been suggested to playa dominant role in gene transfer in the environment
(Lorenz and Wackeragel, 1990; Stewart and Sinigalliano, 1990; Paul et al.,
1991). Sand-absorbed plasmid DNA can be taken up by Pseudomoinas stutzeri
(Lorenz and Wackeragel, 1990). There are evidence suggesting that
transformation can be enVironmentally regulated (Lorenz and Wackeragel, 1990).
On the other hand, conjugation appears to be of potential ecological
significance. Conjugation has been observed in a wide species of Gram-negative
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and Gram-positive bacteria (Van Elsas et a/., 1987; Henschke and Schmidt,
1990; Lorenz and Wackeragel. 1993). Frequency of plasmid transfer from
Bacillus cereus to B. subti/is was 7 x 10-8 (number of transconjugant CFU per
number of donor CFU) in sterile soil and 9 x 10-8 under similar condition in non-
sterile soil amended with bentonite clay (van Elsas et a/.• 1987). Further more.
plasmid may be mobilized into indigenous soil bacteria. Genetically modified
plasmid pFL67-2 was found in soil indigenous Pseudomonas f1uorescens after
the Eschericjhis coli with pFL67-2 was inoculated in the soil (Henschke and
Schmidt, 1990).
Releasing GMMs could also affect the soil ecosystem as well as non-
target organisms. As shown by Bej et al. (1991), soil bacteria diversity indices
increased initially and declined to the control level after inoculation of an
engineered P. cepacea for 6 weeks. Similar results were observed by De Leij et
a!. (1995) who found a transient perturbation in the indigenous microbial
community with the introduction of wild type and genetically marked P.
f1uorescens to the rhizosphere of wheat. Fungi population was found to decline
upon introduction of genetically engineered P. putidas PP0301 (Doyle et aI.,
1991). Interestingly, introduction of GMMs into soil did not significantly alter
population of total bacteria, fluorescent pseudomonads, actinomycetes and salt-
tolerant bacteria (Lacy and Stromberg, 1991).
Nevertheless, risk assessments should be considered as the
determination of the biological safety of released GMMs i,n connection to the
biological effectiveness or beneficial effect. The more comprehensive knowledge
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of the consequences of such a release into the environment must be provided
before they can be utilized.
In summary, survival and persistence of introduced rhizobium is the
critical step enhancing biological N fixation, while P is an essential element
affecting this process. Phosphatase may play a vital role for P acquisition in
relation to survival of rhiozobia under P limiting conditions. Information on
persistence and survival of GMMs in soil and their potential impact on the soil
microbial communities may guide us for safe release of GMMs in environment.
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SURVIVAL AND PERSISTENCE OF SINORHIZOBIUM MELILOTI STRAIN
104A14 IN SOIL
Abstract
Survival and persistence of Sinorhizobium meliloti 104 A14 and its two acid
phosphatase-negative mutants in soil were evaluated. Three soils with different P
levels ranging from 8 to 57 mg P kg-1 soil (Mehlic 3-Murphy Riley P) were
sterilized, inoculated with S. meliloti and incubated for up to 64 days. The low-P
soil has not been fertilized, while the high-P soil has been applied 14.6 kg P ha-1
for over 70 years. The medium-P soil was treated with cattle manure for over a
century. Results indicated that S. meliloti recovered was about 100%
immediately after inoculation, but decreased to undetectable level in the low-P
soil within 32 days, and the high-P soil within 64 days. Approximately 2-3% of the
mutants and 23% of the wild-type inocula were recovered from the medium-P soil
after 64 days. When S. meliloti was introduced with alfalfa seedlings in sterile
and non-sterile soils, 83 to 91 % of bacteria isolated from nodules grown in the
sterile soil and 15 to 48% from those in the non-sterile soils were the inoculated
strains. However, results obtained from repeating these experiments in the same
set of soils one month after harvest without additional inoculation demonstrated












100%. These results suggested that inoculated strains out competed the
indigenous S. meli/oti in nodule formation after 70 days of initial inoculation.
Introduction
Symbiotic nitrogen (N) fixation between rhizobium and legume plant is a
phosphorus depended process. Every aspect of symbiosis, from symbiotic
partners, plant and rhizobium to symbiosis processes, is influenced by
phosphorus (Cassman et aI., 1981 b; Samrt et aI., 1984b; McKay and Djordjevic,
1993; Reibet and Drevon, 1995). Addition of fertilizer-P not only increased
nutrient uptake and dry matter of plants but also the formation, number, mass
and function of the nodules (Pereira and Bliss 1987; Howieson et aI., 1993;
Isreal, 1993; McKay and Djordjevic, 1993; Reibet and Drevon, 1995). Phosphate
affects rhizobia by enhancing bacteria growth and capacity of P storage, and
altering pattern of periplasmic enzymes and phenotypes of the cell (Cassman et
aI., 1981b; Samrt et aI., 1984b; Zhan et aL, 1991; Tao et aI., 1992). Moreover,
symbiotic legume plants require more P than those that gain N from fertilizer
(Israel, 1987).
Some rhizobia, such as Rhizobium huakuii and Bradyhizobium japonicum,
have been shown to use organic P as a sale source of P (Salminen and Streeter,
1987; McGrath et aI., 1998;). However, inorganic P is believed to be the most
common and available form used for plant and microbial growth (Bieleski, 1973;
Beever and Burns, 1986). With 20-80% of the total P in the organic form in most
soils (Dalal, 1977), phosphatases may playa crucial role converting organic Pta
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inorganic forms for plant and microbial uptake. This is evidenced by increased
activities of alkaline and lor acid phosphatases of rhizobium under limiting
inorganic P conditions (Samrt 1984a; AI-Niemi, 1997;). Naturally, assumption
was made that phosphatases may affect legume-rhizobia symbiotic performance
under P limiting condition. Interestingly, single mutation of each of the two acid
phosphatases identified in S. meliloti did not affect symbiotic performance
significantly regardless of P levels in the growth medium (Deng et al., 1998 &
2001). This leads to the question whether mutation of acid phosphatase impaired
its ability to survive and persist in the soil environment under limiting available P
conditions.
Although survival and persistence of rhizobia in soil have been studied
extensively, most of the studies focused on biotic factors, such as competition
with indigenous microbes, predation, and abiotic factors, such as soil pH,
moisture, temperature, and fungicide (Ramirez and Alexander, 1980; Soa-Afiana
and Alezander, 1982; Moawad et aI., 1984; Ruiz-Saninz et aI., 1984; Brockwell et
aI., 1991). Host plants have been shown to play a positive role in promoting
rhizobial growth. Studies demonstrated that rhizobial population increased from
less than 30 to 103 CFU g-1 dry soU due to the presence of its host plant (Vlassak,
1996). However, the ability of rhizobium to grow and survive at low P
concentrations varied among strains (Cassman et aI., 1981 a; Beck and Munns,
1984). Among 5 rhizobia strains tested, two of them were able to grow at as low
as 0.06 jJ.M P, while others, such as R. tritolii and R. meli/oti stopped growth
(Beck and Munns, 1984). Organic P has been shown to be an important P
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source under limiting available P condition, suggesting that phosphatases playa
crucial role (Salminen and Streeter, 1987; McGrath et aI., 1998). Nevertheless,
little information is available on the role of phosphatases in relation to survival
and persistence of rhizobia in the soil environment. With the creation of acid
phosphatase-negative mutants, it is now possible to fill in this gap.
Therefore, the objectives of this study are: (1) To assess mutation of acid
phosphatase genes in relation to survival of S. meliloti in soil; and (2) To
determine effect of alfalfa growth on establishment and persistence of S. meli/ot;
in the soil environment.
Material and methods
Survival of S. meli/oti strains in sterile soils
Soil
Surface soil (0-15cm) samples were taken from a long-term winter wheat
(Triticum aestivum L) experiment located in central Oklahoma, U.S.A. The soil is
a Kirkland (fine, mixed, thermic Udertic Paleustolls) silt loam with a mean
particle-size distribution of 37.5% sand, 40.0% silt, and 22.5% clay. Soil 1 has
not been applied fertilizer for over a century, soil 3 has been applied 14.6 kg P
ha-1 every year for 70 years, and soil 2 was treated with cattle manure every four
years at approximately 81 kg P ha-1 for over a century. These treatments resulted
in varied soil properties (Table 1).
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Table 1. Properties of soils used.





(g C kg -1 soil)
6.70
9.00
(g N kg -1 soil)
0.67
0.86
------- (mg P kg ·1 soil) -------
8 21
22 33
3 4.70 7.80 0.77 57 65
tSoil used in this study are Kirkland silt loam that have been under different fertilizer treatment for over
70 years. Soil 1 is an untreated control; soil 2 was treated with cattle manure every four years at 269 kg N
ha-1(approx. 89.7 kg P ha-1) for over a century; and soil 3 was applied 14.6 kg P ha·1y(1 for 70 years.
tSoil : 0.1 M CaCI2 ratio = 1: 2.5
~Organic C and total N were detected by dry combustion using a Carlo-Erba NA 1500
Nitrogen/Carbon/Surphur Analyzer (Schepers et. aI., 1989).
*MRP=P concentration in Mehlich-3 (Mehlich, 1984) extracts determined by Murphy and Rilry method (1962).
#ICP-P = P concentration in Mehlich 3 (Mehlich, 1984) extracts determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma
Spectrometer (ICP).
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Field-moist soils were ground, sieved through a 2-mm screen, air-dried
and stored at room temperature. The pH value was determined by using a
combination glass electrode followed the procedure described by Thomas G.W.
(1996). The organic C and total N was detected by dry combustion using a Carlo-
Erba NA 1500 Nitrogen/Carbon/Surphur Analyzer (Schepers et. aI., 1989).
Phosphorus level in Mehlich-3 extracts was determined by both Murphy and
Riley method (MRP) and by Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectrometer (ICP-P)
(Murphy and Riley, 1962; Mehlich, 1984).
Bacteria strain and preparation of inoculants
Wild-type S. meli/oti 104 A14 and two acid phosphatase-negative mutants
derived from this strain, NapD and NapE, were used in this study. Creation and
characterization of the mutants have been reported by Deng et al. (1998 & 2001 ).
Bacteria were cultured in YMB media for 48 hrs at 28°C shaking at 200 rpm. The
cells were pelleted by centrifuging for 5 min at 5,000 rpm, washed twice with
0.85% NaCI (WN) solution, and then, re-suspended to approximately 108 CFU
g'1 soils based on estimation from culture density. The actual cell concentrations
were determined by plate count on YMA plates.
Incubation
20-g of soil was placed in a 50-ml flask and covered with aluminum foil.
The total weight was recorded. Soil 1 and 3 were adjusted to pH 5.7 with
modified universal buffer (MUB) (Tabatabai, 1994) with addition of water to reach
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60% field capacity. Soil 2 (has pH 5.7) was adjusted to 60% field capacity with
water. The soils were autoclaved four times in consecutive four days with 35
minutes each time. After each autoclave, the soil was weighted again and sterile
water was added to adjust the loss of water.
Sterile soils were inoculated with the wild-type Sinorhizobium meliloti and
its two mutants, NapD and NapE, at about 108 CFU g-1 soils. In the control soil,
equivalent volume of sterile 0.85% NaCI (WN) solution was added. The soils
were incubated at 28°C for up to 64 days. Water in an open container was
placed inside the incubator to keep the humidity at a near saturation level.
Triplicate treatments were performed.
Enumeration of S. meliloti in soil
Survival of S. meliloti strains during incubation in the three soils tested
was determined by enumerating S. meliloti population at day 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64 using a modified procedure described by Zuberer (1996). Briefly, the 20-g soil
in each flask was transferred aseptically to 500-ml flasks containing 180 ml
sterile water and sodium pyrophosphate (0.18% final concentration). The
mixtures were shaken at 200 rpm on a rotary shaker for 15 minutes. After settling
for about 60 seconds, a 5-ml solution was transferred to a 125-ml flask
containing 45-ml of sterile Ringer Solution. Serial dilutions were performed by
transferring 1-ml of each dilution mixture to 9-ml of sterile Ringer Solution. Then,
100-ul of a dilution was spread on yeast-mannitol agar (YMA) plates in tetra-
plicate. Kanamycine-containing YMA plates were used for the two acid
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phosphatases-negative mutants while plain YMA plates for the control and wild
type. Colony forming units (CFU) were counted after 3-4 days incubation at 30°C.
Effect of alfalfa growth
Soil
Surface (0-15 cm) Renfrow soil (Udertic Paleustolls, silty clay loam) was
taken from Central Oklahoma, USA. Soils were ground, sieved, air-dried and
stored at room temperature. The pH value was 6.53, determined by using a
combination glass electrode and procedure was followed the procedure
described by Thomas G.W. (1996). The organic C was 11.4 9 kg -1 soil and total
N was 1.16 g kg -1 soil, determined by dry combustion using a Carlo-Erba NA
1500 Nitrogen/Carbon/Surphur Analyzer (Schepers et. aI., 1989).
Microcosm and plant growth
A soil sample (200 g, < 2 mm) was placed into a Magenta box, which was
part of a plant growth unit described by McDermott and Kahn (1992). The soil
was adjusted to 60% field capacity with water. Plant growth units in one
experiment set were autoclaved for four times in consecutive four days with 60
minutes each time, while those in another experiment set were kept non-sterile.
Each plant growth unit was filled with 200 ml nutrient solution for alfalfa growth.
The nutrient solution was modified from that described by Wych and Rain (1978)
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MgS04.7H20, 2.0mM CaS04.2H20, 25uM KCI, 13uM H3B03, 1.0uM
MnS04.H20, 1.0uM ZnS04.H20, 0.25uM CuS04.5H20, 2.5uM CoCb.6H20,
20uM FeC13.6H20, and 0.25uM NaMo04..2H20. The solution was sterilized after
adjusting to pH 6.5 with KOH and/or HCI.
Alfalfa seeds were surface sterilized with 95% ethanol for 30 seconds, 3%
sodium hypochlorite for 5 minutes, rinsed at least six times with sterile, distilled
water, and then germinated on YMA plates. Uncontaminated seedlings were
transferred to plant growth units with soil (four seedlings per unit) and inoculated
immediately with washed cells of S. meliloti strains that were prepared as
described above. The alfalfa plants were grown in a growth chamber for 5-6
weeks with 16 h of photoperiod and 19/24°C of nighUday cycles.
Isolation of rhizobia from alfalfa nodules
Nodules were recovered from the roots, and then surface sterilized by
immersing in 70% ethanol for 10 seconds, 1.5% sodium hypochlorite for 1
minutes and sterile distilled water six times. The surface sterilized nodules were
homogenized 200 III 0.85% saline solution in microcentrifuge tubes. Serial
dilutions of the nodule suspension were spread on the YMA plates and incubated
at 28°C for 3 days. Forty to 50 isolated colonies were picked up randomly from
each treatment, purified on fresh YMA plates, and stored in 40% glycerol at -




A 3-1J1 of late log-phase YMS culture (approx. 24 hrs) of each isolated
bacterium at approximately 106 CFU /-ll -1 was placed on an YMA plate. Wild-
type S. meliloti was used as a positive control and YMB was used as a negative
control. The plate was then incubated overnight at 30°C for additional growth.
Colonies were lifted using a nylon membrane (Immobilon™-Ny+. Millipore Corp.
Bedford, MA). Cells were lysed under a high salt alkaline condition (0.5 N NaOH,
1.5 M NaCI) and the released DNA was fixed with UV crosslinking.
The membrane with fixed bacteria DNA was washed with prewashing
solution (5x SSC, 0.5% SDS and 1mM EDTA) for 30 minutes at 50°C with gentle
agitation. After washing, membrane was prehybridized with hybridization buffer
(0.5M Sodium phosphate (pH 7.1), 2 mM EDTA, 7% (w/v) SDS and 0.1 % (w/v)
Sodium pyrophosphate) for 2 hours at 65°C, and then hybridized with NapD or
nitt-l probe overnight at 65°C with gentle agitation. The chemiluminescent signals
that resulted from hybridization between labeled probe and bacteria DNA were
developed and detected (Boehiringer Mannheim). Probes were prepared by PCR
using primers specific for NapD and nitt-l genes (Table 2) and genomic DNA of
wild-type S. meliloti as a template, which were labeled by random primfng using
the DIG-DNA labeling kit (Boehiringer Mannheim).
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
Unless specified, PCR amplification was performed on an automated
thermal cycler (MJ Research Inc. PTC-100) with an initial denaturation (94°C for
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120 seconds), following by 30 cycles of denaturation (94DC for 45 seconds),
annealing (65°C for 30 seconds) and extension (72°C for 120 seconds), and a
single final extension (72°C for 10 minutes).
Amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA)
16S rONA (about 1.6kb) of bacteria were generated by PCR using
universal primer (Table 2). Approximately 1.0-1.5 Ilg 16S rDNA was digested at
37°C for at least 3 hours using Alul, Haelll, Hpall, and Rsal, respectively
(GIBCOBRL®). The digested DNA was separated by 8% polyacrylamide gel in
TBE buffer and banding patterns were visualized by straining in ethidium bromide
solution (0.5 Ilg mr\ PCR and enzyme restriction digestion were repeated to
confirm the obtained results and minimize PCR bias.
Results and Discussion
Survival of S. meliloti strains in soil
Sinorhizobium meliloti is an acid sensitive species (Graham and Parker,
1964; Robson and Loneragn, 1970). Study on survival of S. meliloti in soil 1 at
pH values ranging from 4.8 to 6.5 showed that the survivability of S. me1iI0ti
increased with ,increasing pH. This strain did not last 10 days when soil was pH
4.8, while it survived more than 30 days when soil pH was increased to 6.5
(Figure 1). These results were consistent with those obtained by Rice et al.
(1977). They studied nitrogen fixation by alfalfa in relation to S. meliloti
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Table 2. Nucleotide sequences of primers used for polymerase chain reactions (PCR) in this study.
Traget gene Primer Sequence Reference
168 rONA 1 5' - AGA GTI TGA TCC TGG CTC AG - 3' Toyota et al. (1999)
2 5'- GGT TAC CTI GTI ACG ACT T - 3'
Nap 0 3 5' - GCA AAG AAT ACG GCC AGG AG - 3' Deng et al. (1998)
4 5' - ACG CGC CCT ATC CTG TCT CA - 3'
nifH 5 5' - GTI CGG CAA GCA TCT GCT CG - 3' Eardly et al. (1992)
VI
V\
6 5' - AAG TGC GTG GAG TCC GGT GG - 3'







Figure 1. Effect of soil pH on survival and persistence of introduced wild-type
and genetically modified Sinorhizobium mefiloti in sterile soil 1. Soil
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population in limed and unlimed soils with pH ranging from 4.5 to 7.2.
Sinorhizobium me/iloti population was found to be around 6 log CFU g-1 soil in
soils with pH around 7 while it was as low as 1 log CFU g-1 soil in soils with pH
around 4.5 (Rice et aI., 1977). Increasing S. meliloti population with increasing
pH has been reported for soils with pH values as high as pH 8 (Brockwell et aI.,
1991 ).
Among the three soils used in this study, soil 2 has the highest pH values
(Table 1). Studies demonstrated that addition of MUB buffer increased the pH
values of soil 1 and 3 to as high as 5.9 (Figure 2). Therefore, it is possible to
adjust pH values of soil 1 and 3 to that of soil 2 (pH 5.7) and to evaluate effect of
factors other than pH on survival of S. meliloti in soil.
Results showed that soil properties are among the major factors dictating
life of S. meliloti in soil (Figure 3). Although introduced S. meliloti was recovered
about 100% immediately after inoculation in all the soils tested, none of the
inoculated S. me/Hoti lasted 32 days in soil 1. However, over 20% of inoculated
population survived in soil 2 for over 64 days. The wild-type S. meliloti
demonstrated significantly higher survivability than the genetically modified
mutants (Figure 3).
This lead to the question: What is so unique about soil 27 Since the tested
strains included phosphatase mutants, special attentions were placed on soil P
levels. As shown in Table 1, available P levels were 8, 22, and 57 mg P kg-1 soil
in soil 1, 2 and 3, respectively. In addition, these soils also have varied contents
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Figure 3. Survival and persistence of inoculated Sinorhizobium meliloti (wild-type
and its acid phosphatase-negative mutants) in sterile soils at pH 5.7.
The circles, triangles, and rectangles indicate inoculation with the wild-





Results suggested that likely available P was not limiting in soil 2, but in soil 1.
This is supported by results reported by Beck and Munns (1984). Their studies
showed that S. meli/oli could not grow in the media with 0.06 ~M P or less (about
10 mg P kg-1 soil). Soil 2 was shown to be a more favorable environment for
growth of S. meli/oli could be simply due to higher organic matter content in this
soil enriched from century-long application of cattle manure. Since all the soils
tested have low organic matter content « 1%), availability of C in these soils may
be at the limiting borderline. It is well known that available C source in the soil is
vital for microbial growth and survival. When a culture media was in the short of
carbon source, a massive decrease (10,000 times) of the R. meliloti number was
reported (Clarke et aI., 1993).
The results obtained support findings in that GMMs require extra metabolic
load for additional genes, which affect their ability to survive and grow in the
environment (DaSilva and Bailey, 1986; Orvos et aI., 1990; Van Elsas et a/.,
1991). Under P-Iimiting condition, such as soil 1, presence of both acid
phosphatase genes may also strengthen growth of the wild-type by its greater
ability to utilize available P.
The persistence of two mutants was not significantly different in all the
soils tested (Figure 3). This is consistent with previous findings in that mutation of
either acid phosphatase gene did not result in significantly different symbiotic
phenotypes regardless supplemented P concentrations (Deng et aI., 1998). It is




















acquisition in S. meliloti. Blockage of one pathway may be compensated by the
other. Construction of a double mutant is needed to validate the hypothesis.
Presence of alfalfa plant
Effectiveness in nodule formation and persistence of introduced S. meliloti
in sterile and non-sterile soils were tested for two alfalfa growth periods with 6
weeks each and one-month interval in between.
After the first planting period, 83% to 91 % of bacteria isolated from
nodules grown in sterile soil and 15-48% from non-sterile soils were the
inoculated strains (Table 3). This percentage increased to 85 to 100% in non-
sterile soils when alfalfa seedlings were planted again without inoculation one
month after the prior harvesting, suggesting that inoculated strains out competed
the indigenous S. meliloti in nodule formation after 70 days of initial inoculation.
Dominance of introduced strain in nodule formation in sterile soil was
expected, but somewhat surprising in the second growth period in non-sterile
soils. In a similar study conducted in the field on nodule occupancy by inoculated
R. tropici, the reverse situation was reported (Vlassak et aI., 1996). Nodule
occupancy by inoculated R. tropiciwas dominant (80%) in the first year but not in
second year (only 15%) without re-inoculation (Vlassak et aI., 1996). It is possible
that this difference was partially due to differences in strains tested, soils used,
and the length of interval between planting in these two studies. In their study,
there was about 10 months interval between planting while only one month in this
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Table 3. Recovery of inoculated wild-type and genetically modified Sinorhozobium meliloti 104A14
from nodules of alfalfa growing in sterile and non-sterile soils. The isolates were verified
by colony hybridization using an acid phosphatases gene (NapD ) as a probe.
Treatment§ Bacteria isolates from nodule
Experiment Soil Strains Morphology Number of Isolates Positive
type* isolatesll' tested single)
Frist Sterile W.T. A 12 6 0
B 4 2 0
C 190 (206) 42 38 (83%)
NapD B 12 8 0
C 175 (175) 42 41 (91 %)
NapE C 179(179) 40 36 (90%)
Non-sterile Control B 157 (157) 40 0
W.T. B 131 25 0
0\ C 56 (187) 25 25 (15%)......
NapD C 201 (201) 40 24 (48%)
NapE B 128 24 0
C 88 (216) 26 26 (22%)
Second Sterile W.T. C 156 (156) 40 39 (97%)
NapD C 204 (204) 40 40 (100%)
NapE C 179(179) 40 38 (95%)
Non-sterile Control B 119 (119) 40 0
W.T. C 224 (224) 40 38 (95%)
NapD C 166(166) 40 40 (100%)
NapE B 17 6 0
C 97 (114) 36 36 (85%)
tColony hybridization was conducted by lifting 24 hr-old bacterial colonies to a nylon membrane from
palte. Cells were lysed and DNA release were fix to the membrane for subsequent hybridization
using NapD as a probe and chemiluminescent detection.
+First experiment refer to growth of alfalfa in soil immediately following inocualtion of the tested strains.
Alfalfa nodules formed were harvested under sterile conditions after 6 weeks of growth. Second
experiment refers to alfalfa growth in the same set of soil one month after the first harvest without
addition inoculation. Nodules were obtained again after 6 weeks of growth.
§ W.T., NapD and NapE refer to the wild type S. meliloti 104A14 and two acid phosphatase negative
mutants, respectively. (Deng et aI., 1998). Inoculated cell number of wild-type, NapD, and NapE were
1.18 x 108,3 X 108 and 1.77 x 108 (CFU g-1 soil), respectively.
* A, B, and C indicated the bacteria isolates with different morphology. A-type appeared bright yellow.
Sand C-type were white colonies.
# Figures in the parentheses are the total colonies obtained from each treatment.
S Positive isolates refers to those that hybridized with Nap D. Figures in the parentheses indicate
positive isolates expressed as percentage of total number of isolates obtained.
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study (Vlassak et aI., 1996). This suggests that host plants play an important role
in promoting growth of introduced strains.
However, our results on nodule occupancy by the introduced strains in the
first growth period of non-sterile soil are consistent with those reported by Evans
et al. (1996). They showed that 92% of the Pisum sativum nodules resulted from
indigenous rhizobia while only 15% from the inoculated R. viciae.
Sinorhizobium me/i/oti isolated from alfalfa nodules exhibited three distinct
morphology, assigned as At B, and C. A-type isolates appeared to be bright
yellow and are smaller in size when compared with B- and C-type isolates. Both
B- and C-type isolates appeared to be white. In general, A- and B-type cells grow
faster (24 hrs) when compared with C-type cells (48 hrs). B- and C-type cells
also produce distinctly more extracellular polysaccharide than A-type cells. It
should be noted that A-type cells were observed only in one treatment of sterile
soil. This suggests that this strain may not be a strong competitor in the
environment.
Unexpectedly, multi-morphological characteristics were observed among
isolates obtained from nodules growing in sterile soil (Table 3). Of the 560
isolates obtained from treatments in sterile soils, 28 of them appeared as A- and
B-type cells, about 5% of total isolates. None of these isolates contained NapD
gene as evidenced by colony hybridization (Figure 4). Of the C-type cells
obtained, 2 to 10% of them did not hybridize with NapD, but all contained nifH as
shown in Figures 5 and 6. This raised questions about the procedure used to




Figure 4. Representative detection of Sinorhizobium meli/oti in
bacteria isolated from nodules of alfalfa growing in soil
inoculated with S. meli/ofi by colony hybtidization using
NapD gene as a probe. The open circles indicate
bacteria isolates with negative hybridization sig,nals.
(a) S. meli/oti 104A14 was used as a positive control
























Figure 5. Representative detection of Sinorhizobium mali/oti in
bacteria isolates (60) that showed positive NapD
hybridization were hybridized again using nitH gene
as a probe. The open circles indicate bacteria
isolates with negative hybridization signals. (a) S.
meliloti 104A14 was used as a positive control and
(b) YMS media as a negative control.
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Figure 6. Representative gel for detection of nitH and NapD genes
in the isolated bacteria from alfalfa nodules by PCR using
primers listed in Table 2. These isolates exhibited three
morphological appearances, At Band C. nitH PCR
products are shown in lane 1-5 (0.6Kb) and NapD in lane
7-11 (1.1 Kb). Lane 6 is 50-2000 bp ladder (SOng). The
template DNA for lane 1 and 7 were from S. meli/oti







121°C and 20 psi, the soil was still not 100% sterilized. However, nodule
formation in sterile soil was not observed in the four controls without inoculation.
This may suggest that the introduced strain was more effective in infecting plant
root and initiating nodule formation, and the indigenous rhizobia demonstrated
certain degree of heat tolerance.
As discussed earlier, a small percentage of C-type cells did not contain
NapO. This information was further confirmed by ARDRA of the 16S rONA of the
isolates (Figures 7a & b). These results lead us to conclude that NapO is specific
to the introduced S. meli/oU among the strains isolated from nodules.
Numerous phenotypic, biochemical and molecular methods have been
employed in the identification of rhizobium that re-isolated from the nodules of
host plants, including the use of antibiotic-resistance mutants (Bushby, 1981;
Fettell et aI., 1997), serological characterization (Brockwell et aI., 1982), and
protein analysis (Noel and Brill, 1980). Molecular approaches, such as restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (Demezas, 1991 ), ribosomal DNA
analysis (Young et aI., 1991), the use of specific hybridization probes (Watso and
Schofield, 1985; Bjourson and Cooper, 1988) and analyses of DNA amplified
through polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Hebb et aI., 1998), have also been
widely used. However, these methods are either time-consuming (Noel and Brill,
1980) or lack specificity for differentiating rhizobia strains (Humphrey and
Vincent, 1975).
In this study, colony hybridization was used to identify the inoculated S.
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Figure la. Amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA)
of B- and CAype cells isolated from alfalfa nodules.
168 rONA was amplified with primers shown in Table
2. Approximately 0.2 ~g was loaded in each lane. The
templates DNA for lanes 1A,7,10 were from wild type
S. meliloti, those of lanes 2,5,8,11 were bacteria
isolates with B morphology and those of lanes
















Figure 7b. Amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA)
of C+ and C- morphological bacteria isolated from
alfalfa nodules. 16S rONA was amplified with primers
shown in Table 2. Approximately 0.2 !lg was loaded in
each lane. The template DNA for lanes 1,4,7,10 were
from the wild type S. meli/oU, those of lanes 2,5,8,11
were bacteria isolates with C+ morphology, and those








one of the acid phosphatases in the S. meliloti strain 104 A14 (Deng et aI., 1998),
and its sequence does not match with any known sequences deposited to the
GenBank (Deng et aI., 1998). If NapD is unique among the strains tested, quick
screening methods, such as peR, may be developed to track the inoculated
strain in an nonsterile environment, which would allow a large number of
bacterial isolates to be screened quickly and precisely.
To confirm that our surface sterilization technique was effective in
minimizing contamination from none-N-fixing bacteria, isolated bacteria were
hybridized using nifH as a probe. nifH gene encodes nitrogenase reductase and
has been found to be the most conserved nif genes among different N-fixing
organisms (Torok and Kondorosi, 1981). This gene has been used as a probe to
identify S. meli/oti for southern hybridizations (Eardly, 1992). Results from this
study suggest that the nodule surface sterilization procedure used was effective
and all the isolated bacteria from nodules appeared to be N-fixing rhizobia.
In summary, survival and persistence of inoculated S. meJiloti 104 A14
was enhanced in soil with adequate nutrient supply and high organic matter as
well as optimal pH values. Presence of host plant favors the establishment and
persistence of inoculated strains. Genetic modification of the wild-type strain
impaired its ability to thrive in a new environment. This impact, however, was not
as strong as that resulting from presence of host plants or variation in soil
properties. Presence of host plants strengthen competitiveness of inoculated S.
meli/ati in soil that resulted in dominance of the inoculated strains, compared with
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IMPACT OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED SINORHIZOBIUM MEL/LOTI
104A14 ON SOIL MICROBIAL COMMUNITY STRUCTURE
Abstract
Ecological impacts of genetically modified microorganisms (GMMs) on soil
microbial community structure are generating increasing interest, as it may be
related to safe release of GMMs to the environment. Impact of wild type
Sinorhizobium meli/oti 104A14 and two acid phosphatase negative mutants
derived from this strain on soil microbial community structure in the presence of
alfalfa plant were evaluated by culture methods. Total culturable bacteria
population in soil inoculated with genetically modified strains increased to a
range of 6.58 - 6.69 (Log CFU g'1 soil), while that of control soil was about 6.13
(Log CFU g,1 soil). But no signifi.cantly perturbation was found by wild type.
Percentage of r-strateg,ist in S. meli/oti inoculated soil with alfalfa seeding ranged
from 26 to 56%, while that of soil used in this study without seedling ranged from
13% to 18%. The EP-Index of inoculated soil was 0.4-0.6 while that of soil used
in this study was 0.3-0.5, indicating more evenly distributed population of
increased microbial diversity within the community in the S. meliloli inoculated
soil with alfalfa. Fungal and yeast population ranged from 3.13 to 3.31 (Log CFU
g.1 soil) and were similar amonQl the treatments. Lower plant dry matter and fewer
nodules were detected in control soil when compared with those in three S.
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meliloti strain inoculated soils, with little detectable difference between wild type
and recombinant strain treatments. In general, the effect of plant was greater
than that of inoculants. Thus, in terms of hazard and risk to the environment, the
observed impact of these GMMs on soil microbial community may be considered
trivial under the tested condition.
Introduction
Genetically modified microorganisms (GMMs) have been developed for
commercial application for purposes of pest control, pollution abatement, frost
protection, and the stimulation of nitrogen fixation (Bishop et aI., 1988; Keeler,
1988; Lindow S.E. 1992; Bosworth et al. 1994). However, the use of GMMs on a
wide scale is still hampered by a lack of knowledge of the possible ecological
impacts that such organisms might have once they are released into the
environment. GMMs could alter balance of fundamental processes, such as
carbon, energy, and nutrients cycling that mainly rely on bacterial species or
products (Crawford et aI., 1993). GMMs may also exchange DNA with the
indigenous microorganisms via conjugation, transduction and/or transformation
(Lorenz and Wackernagel, 1990; Smit et aI., 1991; Walter et aI., 1991; Lorenz
and Wackernagel, 1993; Selbitschka et aI., 1995). Possible consequence of
these exchanges includes that the pathogenic or undesirable genes in the
introduced GMMs might be deleterious to plants, animals or humans. Various
governments and agencies including the United States Environmental Protection
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Agencies (EPA), have proposed guidelines requiringl industry to collect
fundamental, ecological information on the recombinant products (Seidler and
Settel, 1991). These parameters include survival time, potential gene exchange,
dispersal, and potential effects on beneficial non-target organisms and on the
ecosystem (Levin et aI., 1987). Therefore, a better understanding of GMMs in the
environment is needed before release of functionally active recombinants into the
environment,
Recent studies on GMMs demonstrated little environmental problems
associated with these organisms tested (Jones and Kerr, 1989; Short et aI.,
1990; Sandt et aI., 1991; Lorenz and Wackernagel, 1993; Evguenieva-
Hackenberg et aL, 1994; De Leij et aI., 1995). All of these studies focused on
dissemination, survival of introduced genetically engineered microorganisms, and
possible gene transfer of the novel genetic elements with indigenous members of
the microbial community. However, the effects of GMMs on indigenous microbial
community structure and ecosystem functions have not been well addressed. Bej
et al. (1991) measured both phenotypic and genetic diversity after introducing an
engineered Pseudomonas cepacea that was able to degrade herbicide 2,4,5,-
trichlorophenoxyacetic acid. Both diversity indices increased during the
incubation period as comparing to the control, and declined to the control level
again after 6 weeks. Jones et al. (1,991) did not find any effects on either nitrogen
transformation or population of nitrogen-transforming microorganisms after
addition of a GMM. The work of both Jones et al. (1991) and Bej et al. (1991) did
not include plants in the soil systems and thus are not ecologically relevant to
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soil-plant-microbe interactions. De Leij et al (1995) reported transient
perturbation in the indigenous microbial community with the introduction of a wild
type and genetically marked Pseudomonas f1uorescens to the rhizosphere of
wheat. But they did not find significant effects on microbial population and plant
growth by these two respective inoculants. Limited available information and
reported controversial results hamper application of GMMs into the environment
on a large scale. It is, therefore, valuable to conduct further research of GMMs
effects on soil microbial community structure.
Soil microbial communities remain one of the most difficult communities to
be characterized. There are as many as trillion bacterial species globally and it is
impossible to isolate populations representative of the whole community (Atlas,
1983; Dukheiqen et ai, 1998). In addition, community-level microbial interactions
are complex, with individual species relying on the presence, function, and
interaction of many other species. Microbial communities not only change rapidly
in time, but also in space in responding to varying environmental conditions. This
is especially true for the rhizosphere. Roots are known to excrete different
amount and forms of organic materials that changed the microbial community
during the plant development period (Lynch. 1990, Doran et al. (1994). So plant-
associated microbial communities are even more complicated to characterize.
Several methods have been developed to analyze the structure and
diversity of bacterial communities in soil, such as enumerating cultural
microorganisms, accessing phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) and analyzing the
extractable soil nuclei acid (Sorheim et aI., 1989; De Leij et aI., 1993; 1995;
><4
Reichardt et aI., 1997; Bossio et aI., 1998; 0vreas and Torsvik, 1998; Tiedje et
aI., 1999). Unique fatty acids are indicative of specific groups of living organisms.
Analysis of PLFAs was used to assess the structure of soil microbial community
by many studies (Reichardt et aI., 1997; Bossio et aI., 1998). However,
appropriate fatty acid molecules are not known for all soil microorganisms, and
different amounts and types of fatty acids are produced by microorganisms under
various growth conditions (Haack et aI., 1994). Oude Elferink et al (1998)
demonstrated that PLFA analysis alone couldn't be very accurate, at least in
granular sludge. The molecular methods, such as analysis of extracted nucleic
acid from soil, have been employed for characterizing soil microbial community
(Duineveld et aI., 1998; 0vreas and Torsvik, 1998; Ritchie et aI., 2000). Whereas
a number of limitations have been reported such as extraction efficiency, bias of
PCR amplification and interference of dead cell DNA (Suzuki et aI., 1996; Van
Winzingerode et aI., 1997; Polz and Cavanaugh. 1998). So far molecular
methods do no more than monitor, or detect specific microorganisms and do not
give any indication of the actual effect of the inoculants on the ecosystem
(Tsushima et aI., 1995; Van Winzingerode et aI., 1997).
Dilution plate method is a tradition way to quantify microbial community. It
uses culture media designed to maximize the recovery of different microbial
species. This technique gives several advantages for certain types of
microbiological studies, including convenience, easy performance, low cost, and
provision for comparison of environments. Plate count population does provide a




in time and space (Torsvik et al., 1990; De Leij et aI., 1993). This method has
been used to revealed diversity of soil microorganisms in several studies (Bej et
aI., 1991; De Leij et aI., 1993; 1995; Naseby and Lunch, 1998). Population
dynamics of microorganisms with different life style strategies, r (rapid colony
formation) and K (slow colony formatlon) strategies, utilized in ecological studies
can be evaluated using the plate counting method (De Leij et aI., 1993; Panikov,
1994). The objective of this study was to assess the impact of genetically
modified S. metiloU on soil microbial community structure with alfalfa growth.
Materials and methods
Soil
Surface Renfrow (classified as Kastanozems in the FAD system) soil (0-
15cm) is silty clay loam, taken in Central Oklahoma, USA. Soils were ground,
sieved, and air-dried and stored at room temperature. The pH value was 6.53,
determined by using a combination glass electrode following the procedure
described by Thomas G.W. (1996). The organic C was 11.4 g kg -1 soil and total
N was 1.16 g kg -1 soil, detected by dry combustion using a Carlo-Erba NA 1500
Nitrogen/Carbon/Surphur Analyzer (Schepers et. aI., 1989).
Bacteria strain and preparation of inoculants
Wild-type S. metiloti 104A14 and two acid phosphatase-negative mutants
derived from this strain, NapD and NapE, were used in this study. Creation and
characterization of the mutants have been reported by Deng et aL (1998 & 2001).
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Bacteria were cultured in YMB media for 48 hrs at 28°C shaking at 200 rpm. The
cells were pelleted by centrifuging for 5 min at 5,000 rpm, washed twice with
0.85% NaCI (WN) solution, and then, re-suspended to approximately 108 CFU g-
1 soils based on estimation from culture density. The actual cell concentrations
were determined by plate count on YMA plates.
Microcosm and plant growth
A soil sample (200 g, < 2 mm) was placed into a Magenta box, which was
part of a plant growth unit described by McDermott and Kahn (1992). The soil
was adjusted to 60% field capacity with water. Pilant growth units in one
experiment set were autoclaved for four times in consecutive four days with 60
minutes each time, while those in another experiment set kept non-sterile. Each
plant growth unit was filled with 200 ml nutrient solution for alfalfa growth. The
nutrient solution was modified from that described by Wych and Rain (1978) and
contained 1.0mM K2S04, 0.5mM KH2P04, 0.25mM K2HP04• O.5mM
MgS04.7H20, 2.0mM CaS04.2H20, 25uM KCI, 13uM H3B03, 1.0uM
MnS04.H20, 1.0uM ZnS04.H20, O.25uM CuS04.5H20, 2.5uM CoCb.6H20,
20uM FeCb.6H20, and 0.25uM NaMo04 .2H20. The solution was sterilized after
adjusting to pH 6.5 with KOH and/or HCI.
Alfalfa seeds were surface sterilized with 95% ethanol for 30 seconds, 3%
sodium hypochlorite for 5 minutes, rinsed at least six times with sterile, distilled
water, and then germinated on YMA plates. Uncontaminated seedlings were
transferred to plant growth units with soil (four seedlings per unit) and inoculated
immediately with washed cells of S. meli/oti strains that were prepared as
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described above. The alfalfa plants were grown in a growth chamber for 6 weeks
with 16 h of photoperiod and 19/24°C of nighUday cycles.
Determination of culturable bacteria
After 6 weeks of growth, alfalfa tissues and roots were removed
aseptically from the growth units. Soil in the unit was mixed thoroughly and 10 g
of the soil (fresh weight) was taken for quantification of bacteria population using
a modified method described by Zuberer (1996). Briefly, a 10-g of soil was
placed in 90 ml sterile water containing sodium pyrophosphate (0.18% final
concentration). The mixture was shaking for 15 minutes at 200 rpm on a rotary
shaker. After settling for about 30 seconds, a series of 10-fold dilutions was
performed using O.25-strength sterile Ringer solution. Culturable bacteria were
quantified by spreading 0.1 ml of appropriate dilutions on O.1-strength Tryptone
soy agar (TSA) plates. Plates were incubated at 25°C and enumerated daily for
5 days and on the 10th day. TSA has been reported to support the growth of a
wide range of bacteria and was used for total cultural bacterial count (Martin,
1975; Miller et aI., 1989). Bacteria appearing within 24 hour were designated as
r-strategists, and the remaining as K-strategists (De Leij et aI., 1993). Fungi
were cultured on O.1-strength malt extract agar (MEA) plates at 23°C for 72 hrs
with countable plates of the highest dilution being enumerated. All plate counts
were conducted with 4 replicates. Eco-Physiological (EP) Index (H') was
calculated using the equation:
H' = -L:(Pi*log 1O pi)
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Where Pi representing CFU on each day as a proportion of the total CFU in that
sample in 10 days incubation. The control soil was added equivalent amount of
0.85% saline solution to alfalfa seedlings without inoculation.
Data analysis
All results were expressed on soil dry weight basis. Significant differences
among treatments were determined using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA}. Comparison of treatment means was done using the least significant
difference (LSD) test.
Results
Effect of genetically modified S. meli/oli on soil microbial community structure
The total culturable bacterial population in alfalfa rhizosphere soils
inoculated with NapD and NapE were the highest, ranged from 6.58 to 6.69 (Log
CFU g'1 soil), while that of the control soil was about 6.13 (Log CFU g.1 soil)
(Table1). The total bacteria CFU of NapD and NapE inoculated soils were
significant greater (~ 0.45 log unit) than those of the other two treatment soils (P
< 0.05). The population of fungi and yeast ranged from 3.13 to 3.31 (Log CFU g.1
soil) in all treatments (Table 1). Fungal and yeast population in NapD-inoculated
soil was the lowest, but IiIttle significant difference was detected among
treatments evaluated (P > 0.05).
The percentage of total cultural bacteria population comprised of r-
strategist ranged from 35% to 40% in control and three S. meliloti strain
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Table 1. Total culturable bacteria, fungi and yeast population in soil as affected















Fungi and Yeast Population t






t Control - alfalfa, no paint and no inocualtion; Control + alfalfa, treated with
0.8S% NaCI; W.T., inoculated alfalfa seedlings with S. me/i/oii 104A14;
NapD and NapE, inoculated alfalfa seedlings with acid phosphatase negative
mutants (Deng et aI., 1998,2001).
t Different letters indicate significantly different means at P < O.OS according to
least significant difference test (n=4).
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inoculated soils (Fig. 1A and 18). The EP-Index was 0.6 in Nap E inoculated soil,
with no significant difference detected among those of the control, and soils
inoculated with wild type S. meliloti and Nap D (P > 0.05) (Fig. 2).
Plant dry matter in the control soil was 8.74 mg per plant within average of
1.44 numbers of nodules in each plant, while those in three S. meliloti strain
inoculated soil ranged from 17.83 - 20.58 mg per plant dry matter and 5.5-6.5
numbers of nodules. The differences in plant dry weights and nodule numbers
between wild type S. meliloti and recombinant strains was not significant (P >
0.05) (Table 2).
Microbial community structure in soil with and without alfalfa growth
The total cultural bacteria population in the soil used in this study was 6.15
(Log CFU g'1 soil) and did not significantly differ with soil with alfalfa seeding (P >
0.05) (Table1). However, the bacterial community structure of soils without alfalfa
markedly differed from that in soil with alfalfa growth (Fig. 1A). A large narrow
peak (over 60% of total population) was found in day 2 (48 h). After 48 h, the
colony emergence was similar to that of the other treatments.
The EP-Index of soil without alfalfa was 0.4, while that of soil with alfalfa
seeding was 0.6 (Fig. 2)
Discussion
Microbial community structure can be characterized in terms of total

















Control Control WT NapD NapE
- alfalfa + alfalfa
Figure 2. EP-indices in soiL Controls were performed in the presence or
absence of alfalfa plants. Alifalfa seedlings were inoculated with the
wild-type Sinorhizobium meliloti 104A14, NapD or NapE mutant,
respectively. Different letters indicate significantly different means at








Figure 1. Culturable bacteria in soil: (A) In the presence or absence of alfalfa
plant; (8) The alfalfa seedlings were inoculated with the wild-type
Sinorhizobium meliloti 104A14, NapD, or NapE mutant. Data derived
from colony forming units (CFU) appearing on O.1-strength TSA plates
over a period of 10 days (n=4).
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Table 2. Mean dry weight of alfalfa plant growing in soils inoculated with the












t Control, treated with 0.85% NaCI; W.T, inoculated with S. meliloti 104A14;
Nap D and Nap E, inoculated with acid phosphatase negative mutants
(Deng et aI., 1998,2001).
:t: Different letters indicate significantly different means at P < 0.05 according
to least significant difference test.
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community. Total microbial population can be measured by quantifying total
culturable microbial population, and microbial diversity and distribution within a
community by determining percentages of r- or K- strategists and Eco-
Physiological Index.
In this study, the total cultural bacteria population significantly increased
after introduction of genetically modified S. meliloti strains, which is consistent
with results obtained by Bej et al (1991). Their work showed that the number of
total bacteria increased following inoculation of a modified Pseudomonas
cepacea. We did not observe similar increase in soils inoculated with the wild-
type S. meli/oti, suggesting that the mutants are possibly less persistence than
the wild type due to the load of the additional genes by genetically modification
as suggested by DaSilva and Bailey (1986). As a result, a portion of the
introduced inoculants died, releasing nutrients that could be utilized by
indigenous microorganisms and promoted total bacterial population. De Leij et al
(1995) found that the total bacteria population was significantly larger in wild type
Pseudomonas f1uorescens treatment soil than that in control when wheat were in
the flowering stage (69 days after planting). No significant differences were
observed between wild type and control in samples taken at other plant
development stage. This is consistent with results of this study in that soil
samples used in this study were taken when alfalfa was 42 days growth. Fungi
and yeast populations were not affected by any of the S. meli/oti inoculants (P >
0.05), which are in agreement with those reported by Naseby and Lunch (1998).
However, Doyle et al. (1991) showed a decline of fungi population in the soil
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microcosms after introduction of genetically modified P. cepacea. The reason
why fungi and yeast population was not changed in this study and Naseby and
Lunch's work, may be the effects of plant.
The concept of rand K strategies (r and K selection) was originally
introduced in evolution ecology for classifying species according to their
reproductive strategy (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967). In the proposed concept, r-
strategy organisms were referred to organisms with greater growth rate than K
strategists. However, the meaning of these terms has been broadened (Pianka
1970, 1972). Currently, r-strategy is often considered an adaptation for living in
unstable or uncrowded environments, e.g., resource-rich ecosystems. On the
other hand, K-strategy is considered the adaptation for living in stable or
predictable environments, such as old and crowded ecosystems (Hairston et al.
1970; De Leij et al. 1993). The K-strategists shows better survival and
competitive ability in harsh environment. In the natural environment, however,
distribution of r/k strategists in a community changes continuously because
organisms are subjected to changing environmental conditions (Andrews and
Harris et aI., 1986). When the environmental conditions change to favor either
strategists, the distribution of r/K in the whole community change, even though
the total microbial population may keep constant. Thus, changes of microbial
community structure with environmental conditions can be monitored by changes
in distribution of rand K strategists.
Recently, the r/K concept was employed to describe soil microbial
community (De Leij et al. 1993). The growth rate of microorganism on the agar
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plate was used as a parameter to differentiate rand K strategist. De Leij et al.
(1993) defined bacteria that produced visible colonies within 24 h in 0.1-strength
TSA plates are r strategists. In this study, the percentage of r-strategist in soil
absent of alfalfa growth and inoculation was 17%, which is lower than that in soil
with alfalfa growth (about 40%), indicting the soil used in this study favors K-
strategists. This soil was taken from field, sieved, air-dried, and then kept at room
temperature for about half a year. It is likely that only highly persistence
microorganisms remained. This is expected because natural selection should
shift toward K-strategy (Pianka, 1970). When alfalfa was introduced to this soil, r-
strategist (fast growers) in the microbial community increased to about 40%. This
may be attributed to nutrients released to the rhizosphere by plants, that provided
an r-like environment for microbial growth. Similar phenomenon was also
reported by De Leij et al. (1993). K-strategist reduced their fitness under r-like
environment, which leaded to the dominance of r-strategist in this environment.
This explanation does not agree with Luckinbill 's finding (1978). No shift
between the rand K strategist under the r selection or K selection condition was
found when Luckinbill (1978) investigated the behavior of different rand K
adapted Escherichia coli strains under different r or K selection condition by
culture method. In contrary, another pure culture experiment reported that trade-
off between rand K strategists were found under rand K-selection condition in
Drosophila populations (Mueller L. D. and Ayala F.J. 1981). Soil is a complex
environment where protections may be provided for some r-strategists to survive
and flourish when conditions are favorable for microbial growth, which leaded to
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r/K shifting due to alfalfa growth. Among the three tested S. meli/oti strains,
percentages of r-strategist were not significantly difference, suggesting that there
is little effect of genetic modified S. meli/oU on soil microbial community structure
under the conditions evaluated.
Species diversity and distribution within community may be evaluated by
several ecology diversity indices including Shannon diversity index. Shannon
diversity index is expressed as H' = -L(ptlog10 Pi) where Pi is the proportion of the
community belonging to the ith species (Pielou, 1966). This index is developed
by taxonomic analysis of randomly selected representative organism (Horowitz et
aI., 1983; Tate and Mill, 1983). It measures species richness and evenness
within the community (Pielou, 1966; Lloyd et aI., 1968). The more species in
community and the more even their distribution, the higher index of the
community (Pielou, 1966). Shannon diversity index has been widely used for
characterizing microbial community in sea, sediment, and soil (Kaneko et aI.,
1977; Miller and Wassel, 1980; Horowitz et aI., 1983).
Eco-Physiological (EP) Index was derived from Shannon diversity index
and was suggested to be more suitable for characterizing microorganisms with
similar development characteristics on agar (De Leij et aI., 1993). In this study,
EP-index of the soil used in this study was significant lower than those of treated
soils, suggesting that the evenness of population distribution and richness of the
microbial community were enhanced by alfalfa growth. Although other studies
(Atlas, 1983) demonstrated that the diversity of microbial communities generally
decreases in response to environmental disturbances due to population balance
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interruption within community. The increased richness in this study may be
attributed to nutrients released from plant. This is further evidenced by shifting of
r- and K-strategists due to introduction of alfalfa to the environment.
Interestingly, the EP-index among wild type and two mutants studied were not
significantly different, suggesting that the detected changes in microbial diversity
and species eveness were resulted from introduction of alfalfa and S. meli/oti to
the environment rather than modifications of phosphatase genes. On the
contrary, Bej et al (1991) reported that the evenness of population distribution
within the community was increased by inoculating recombined p.cepacia,
leading to slight increase of the Shannon diversity.
Most studies focus on the impact of GMMs on soil microbial community
structure alone (Bej et aI., 1991; Jones et al., 1991), although this is not always
true in practical applications. It is, therefore, important to link microbial
community to other aspects of ecosystem functions, such as plant growth, plant
health and soil structure. The plant health heavily relies on the activity of
microorganisms in the rhizosphere. Thus, alfalfa growth reflects the change of
microbial community around the root. Results from this study indicated that
introduction of genetically modified S. meli/ali did not result in altered alfalfa
growth and health. This is supported by little differences detected among the
changes in community structure described above. This is also supported by
previously studies of Deng et al. (1998, 2000), which showed that mutation of
acid phosphatase genes resulted in little changes in N-fixation symbiosis. In fact,
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De Leji et al (1995) reported similar result after evaluated the effects on wheat by
genetically modified Pseudimonass f1uorescens.
In summary, this study demonstrated that genetically modified S. meli/oti
strain104A14 promoted bacterial growth in soil, but not growth of fungi and yeast.
The perturbation of microbial community structure in soil with introduction of the
S. meli/oU and its two mutants was not significant. Little effects of bacteria
inoculation on plant growth and health were found. Thus, in terms of hazard and
risk to the environment, the observed impact of these GMMs on soil microbial
community may be considered trivial under the tested condition.
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Legume-rhizobia symbiotic N fixation is a natural process that is not only
important for sustaining agricultural production, but also for maintaining the
earth's ecosystem and conservlng energy. Large-scale legume inoculation has
achieved tremendous success in the past several decades. Genetic engineering
may further our success providing that we thoroughly understand the conditions
required for the establishment of a GMM with minimized environmental risk.
Results from this study indicated that survival and persistence of
inoculated S. meliloti 104 A14 was enhanced in soils with adequate nutrient
supply and high organic matter as well as optimal pH. Presence of host plant
favors the establishment and persistence of inoculated strains. Genetic
modification of the wil,d-type strain impaired its ability to thrive in a new
environment. This impact, however, was not as prominent when compare with
that resulting from the presence of host plants or variation in soil properties.
Results from this study also demonstrated that genetically modified S.
meliloti strain1 04A14 promoted bacterial growth in soil, but not the growth of
fungi and yeast. However, inoculation of S. meliloti resulted in little change in
microbial community structure as indicated by EP indices and presences of r/K
strategists. Plant growth and health were also not affected significantly by
inoculation of GMM. Thus, the observed impact of these GMMs on soil microbial
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Figure 1. 168 rONA of bacteria isolated from alfalfa nodules growing
in soil inoculated with S. meliloti. Lane 1. 50-2000 bp
ladder (50ng). The template DNA for lane 2 was from S.
meliloti 104A14, those of lane 3, 4 and 5 were from
bacteria isolate with 8, C+, C. morphology, respectively.












Figure 2. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfalfa
nodules growing in sterile soil inoculated with
Sinomizobium meliJoti NapD mutant by colony
hybridization using NapD of S. meJiJoti strain 104A14
as a probe. The open circles indicate bacteria
isolates with negative hybridization signals. (A) S.
meli/oti 104A14 was used as a positive control and
(B) VMB media as a negative control.
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Figure 3. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfalfa
nodules growing in sterile soi'l inoculated with
Sinorhizobium meli/oti NapE mutant and in non-
sterile soil without inoculation by colony hybridization
using NapD of S. meli/oti strain 104A14 as a probe.
The open circles indicate bacteria isolates with
negative hybridization signals. (A) S. meli/oti 104A14
was used as a positive control and (8) YMS media
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Figure 4. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfalfa
nodules growing in non-sterile soil inoculated with
wild-type Sinorhizobium me/ifoii by colony
hybridization using NapD of S. meliloti strain
104A14 as a probe. The open circles indicate
bacteria isolates with negative hybridization
signals. (A) S. meliloti 104A14 was used as a




Figure 5. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfalfa
nodules growing in non-sterile soil inoculated with
Sinorhizobium meli/oti NapD and in non-sterile soil
without inoculation by colony hybridization using
NapD of S. meliloti strain 104A14 as a probe. The
open circles indicate bacteria isolates with negative
hybridization signals. (A) S. mali/oti 104A14 was used




Figure 6. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfalfa
nodules growing in non-sterile soil inoculated with
Sinorhizobium meliloti NapE mutant by colony
hybridization using NapD of S. meJiloti strain 104A14
as a probe. The open circles indicate bacteria isolate
with negative hybridization signals. (A) S. meliloti
104A14 was used as a positive control and (B) YMB












Figure 7. Detection of NapD in bacteria by colony hybridization
using NapD of S. meliloti strain 104A14 as a probe. The
bacteria were isolated from alfalfa nodules growing in
sterile soils that were previously inoculated with wild-
type Sinorhizobium meliloti or NapD mutant and grew
alfalfa for six weeks. Alfalfa seedlings for this
experiment were transferred to these soils one month
later after harvest. The open circles indicate bacteria
isolates with negative hybridization signals. (A) S.
meli/oti 104A14 was used as positive control and (8)










Figure 8. Detection of NapD in bacteria by colony hybridization
using NapD of S. meli/oti strain 104A14 as a probe.
Bacteria were isolated from alfalfa nodules growing in
sterile soils that were previously inoculated with
Sinorhizobium meli/oti NapD or NapE mutant and grew
alfalfa for six weeks. Alfalfa seedlings for this
experiment were transferred to these soils one month
later after harvest. The open circles indicate bacteria
isolate with negative hybridization signals. (A) S. meliloti
104A14 was used as a positive control and (8) YMB




Figure 9. Detection of NapD in bacteria by colony hybridization using
NapD of S. meliloti strain 104A14 as a probe. Bacteria
were isolated from alfalfa nodules growing in non-sterile
soils that previously grew alfalfa for six weeks with or
without inoculation of Wild-type S. meli/oti. Alfalfa seedlings
for this experiment were transferred to these soils one
month later after harvest. The open circles indicate
bacteria isolates with negative hybridization signals. (A) S.
meli/o t; 104A14 was used as a positive control and (B)
YMB media as a negative control.
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Figure 10. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfalfa
nodules growing in non-sterile soil by colony
hybridization using NapD of S. mali/oti strain 104A14 as
a probe. These soils were previously inoculated with
wild-type Sinorhizobium mali/oti or NapD mutant and
grew alfalfa for six weeks. Alfalfa seedlings for this
experiment were transferred to these soils one month
later after harvest . The open circles indicate bacteria
isolates with negative hybridization signals. (A) S.
meli/oti 104A14 was used as a positive control and (B)
YMS media as a negative control.
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Figure 11. Detection of NapD in bacteria isolated from alfa'fa
nodules growing in non-sterile soil by colony
hybridization using NapD of S. meliloti strain
104A14 as a probe. These soils were previously
inoculated with Sinorhizobium meliloti NapE
mutant and grew alfalfa for six weeks. Alfalfa
seedlings for this experiment were transferred to
these soils one month later after harvest. The
open circles indicate bacteria isolates with
negative hybridization signals. (A) S. meliloti
104A14 was used as a positive control and (8)
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